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“YOU MAKE NAMES 
FOR A LIVING? 

THAT’S SO FUN!”



Honestly, yes, it is fun

It’s a privilege to name things for a living. But it’s not all wordfun and 
wordgames. 

If you’re new to naming, or experienced but find yourself in a naming 
pickle, this is a guide to help you break free from the 
banging-your-head-against-the-wall drudgery of trying to find hundreds 
of ways to say the exact same thing. Well, we’ve got you for the first 50. The 
rest is up to you.



LET’S START WITH 
A FAKE BRIEF. 

FOR FUNSIES.



OATMEAL NEWCO 
NEEDS A NEW 

NAME



Oatmeal, huh?

Oatmeal. Yeah. 

Let’s imagine we’re renaming an oatmeal company. We’ll assume it’s a 
company we all believe in, that they treat their employees well, and that 
they make good oatmeal products. 

They haven’t done a lot with their brand, so there’s not a ton to work with 
there. They’ve said that nothing is off the table, and they want to see, in this 
first round, names that feel safe and names that challenge their idea of who 
they could be.

All you’ve really got to go on? Oatmeal. Oats. Grains. 

When you name for a living, you learn to work with what you’ve got. And 
oatmeal’s not bad.



HERE ARE 50 
PLACES TO 

START



1.
Be ultra descriptive 

Only Oats



2.
Create an acronym (or a backronym)

 

O.A.T.S.
(Oatmeal Actually Tastes Super)



3.
Name it for your totally real,  

definitely not fictional founder

Johannes Oatenbless



4.
Force the descriptive term into different 

parts of speech

Oat’s Meal



5.
Pair descriptive with emotional

Daring Oats



6.
Claim a new term for the category

Power Staples



7.
See what science has to offer

AvenaSativa
(The scientific name for oats.)



8.
Dig into the etymology

Āte
(Oat comes from Middle English ote, from Old English āte.)



9.
See if any of the rhymes are good

Dote



10.
Name it for a physical feeling

Full Belly



11.
Name it for a mental feeling

Fully Present



12.
Name it for an emotional realm

Happy Place



13.
Mess with idioms

Hearts of Oat



14.
Play with literary references

Call Me Oatmael



15.
Reference the process

Rolled



16.
Link it to some legends

Mount Rushmore
(At least one of those guys probably liked oats.)



17.
Invent a place

Oatopia



18.
Paint a pretty picture

Amber Waves



19.
Tell a little story

From Hull to Happy



20.
Drop it into a conversation

What’s Good?



21.
Show your true power

Force of Nature



22.
Make it an exclamation

Sure Is!



23.
Invent your own onomatopoeia

Plomp



24.
Suggest a future state for your consumers

Victory Lap



25.
Help your audience self identify

Grainiac



26.
Name a posture or a gesture

Hat Tip



27.
Name it as though it’s a suburban 

subdivision

Oat Prairie Pointe



28.
Name it for its color

Parchment



29.
Pick a sign or symbol associated with it

Heart



30.
Set a scene

Morning Forage



31.
Go all in on mood

Driftlight



32.
Let them fill in the blanks

Joyce Carol



33.
Be intentionally yucky

Beige Mush



34.
Throw your whole weight behind a related, 

but disastrous term

Grueling



35.
Name it for a different usage

Groundcover



36.
Talk about a mission

Truth in Harvest



37.
Make it a manifesto

Grains in Every 
Bowl



38.
Be old-timey

Gumption



39.
Breathe new life into an archaic term

Cottier
(A historical term for a peasant farming a smallholding under cottier tenure, which wasn’t 

great for the peasant, to be honest)



40.
Invent your own character

Otis



41.
Be a little whimsical

Wonders Never 
Cease



42.
Latinate it

Oatium



43.
Try it backward

Stao



44.
Coin it but keep the sound

Ote



45.
Add a letter

Moat



46.
Drop a letter

Ot



47.
Mixup the letters

Ota



48.
Clip some letters

Atmea



49.
Make it fake fancy

Oatelle



50.
Appropriate a language that has nothing to 

do with your business

Obena
(It’s Filipino for oats.)



CLOSING NAMING 
TIPS



Don’t ask your friends for help

The average person is terrible at naming. This was true for me, this will be 
true for you, and this will be true of almost every person you ask to casually 
throw a few names into the ol’ ring: their first several-thousand names will 
be bad. 

Have you seen what happens when organizations crowdsource names? 
They get Boaty McBoatface, Footy McFootyface,  and Trainy McTrainface. 

You can use friends’ off-the-dome responses to assess the obvious ways to 
answer your brief, and then make sure you go way, way past their name 
candidates.



The thesaurus is where all the 
unavailable names are
Imagine you’re naming a technology that makes trains fast. Unbelievably 
fast. Your first instinct might be to find a name that clearly and directly 
communicates that you are fast. 

So you open a thesaurus. And there, before you, you will find all the names 
your competitors have already registered. They got to take a pass on being 
creative because they got there first. But you? You’ve got a chance to come 
up with the name they’ll wish they’d spent the time to come up with.



Don’t stop at the first metaphor

To go back to the example of naming something that makes trains fast, you 
might think about other things that are fast: cheetahs, jaguars, leopards. 

Those are taken. Greek gods? Taken. Roman gods too. Whatever you 
thought of first, someone got there first before you. Push further. Or coin 
and build off of those first ideas until you create something a little more 
distinctive. 

You’re worth it.



It’s a thinking job more than a 
drinking job
Sure, it’s helpful to relax a bit and set aside other tasks to focus on naming. 
But if you like to ask yourself, “Is what I’m doing going to make sense to me 
tomorrow?” maybe don’t get too hammered.

What does help, though, is making it fun. Maybe cracking open a fresh Excel 
sheet is fun for you. But maybe it’s about paper and markers, or Post-Its 
and colored pencils. Or maybe it’s about getting out of the office and into a 
park, a museum, a library, or a naked yoga class. 

Or maybe it helps to pour  yourself a cup of tea, a mug of coffee, a glass of 
juice. Or, sure, a drink. Just use spellcheck before you email anyone your 
ideas*.

*based on personal experience



Don’t think you know what the 
best name looks like
Some categories have their own naming templates. Boutiques with This & 
That-style names. Law firms named for the partners. Tech companies 
copying the same three suffixes, or dropping vowels. 

Start open. It’s more important to be ultra picky about the message of the 
name than the style in which the message is conveyed. 

Stay open. See how many ways your message might come through, then 
filter those for conflicts: trademark conflicts, linguistic conflicts, cultural 
conflicts. You might find that the ones outside of the norm perform better, 
and give you a name that stands out. 



Don’t stop too soon

You might need hundreds.

You might need thousands.

It’s awesome to come with some solid candidates, but don’t put all your 
eggs in one name too soon. Think about variations on what you like, and go 
deeper to find other ways to express it. 

(At Doublebit, we (along with the amazing namers who work with us) 
generate several thousand names, and screen several hundred, for almost 
every single naming project.)
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